An Audio-Visual Workshop
Leeds Audio Visual Group members are organising an Audio Visual (AV) workshop followed by
a Showcase of members work on Saturday 12th May 2018 at Leeds Trinity University. Leeds
Trinity University is in Horsforth near Leeds and is an excellent venue with plenty of free car
parking and a conference suite including a raked auditorium for 200 people.
The morning session from 10.00 to 12.30 will be a teaching workshop for those who want to learn
the various aspects of producing an audio visual presentation using Pictures to Exe (PTE).
It will cover:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Photography for AV and preparing images for PTE.
Sound recording and recording a soundtrack.
Assembling a show using PTE
Some useful additional features of PTE.

Numbers attending will be limited to ensure some individual attention.
It would be an advantage (but not essential) if attendees were able to bring a laptop with a copy of
PTE software installed on it. This could be a 30 day trial copy.
We will attempt to tailor the course to the expertise of those attending.
Following lunch (please bring a sandwich or make use of one of the pubs nearby in Horsforth)
there will be a Showcase of LAVG members work starting at 14.00 and finishing about 16.30 in
the main raked auditorium with its huge screen and excellent sound equipment.
The cost for the workshop will £10 and £6 to attend the Showcase or £15 to attend both.
Tea, coffee, biscuits will be provided through the day.
Please register for the workshop ASAP and no later than Friday April 20th and please also
complete the attached delegate experience form. This will enable us to tailor each session so that
the maximum gain for attendees may be achieved.
Please send a cheque made payable to “LEEDS AND DISTRICT AUDIO VISUAL GROUP”
for either £10 (workshop only) or £15 (workshop and Showcase) to
Adrian White, 11 Ullswater Drive, Wetherby, LS22 6YF arwhite20@gmail.com

